
PHARMACEUTICALS AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS (PPCPs)

PPCPs are a diverse collection of thousands of chemical substances, including prescription and over-the counter therapeutic 
drugs, veterinary drugs, fragrances, cosmetics, lotions such as sunscreen and insect repellants, diagnostic agents and 
vitamins. PPCPs from bodily excretion, bathing, and disposal of unwanted medications to septic systems, sewers or trash 
have the potential to enter our drinking water.  Information on how to properly dispose of unwanted pharmaceuticals can 
be found at www.epa.gov/ppcp. 

The detection and quantification of these chemicals has only recently been possible due to advances in laboratory testing 
technology. Presently EPA has no health standards or guidelines for PPCPs in drinking water and does not require testing. 
In 2011 we tested all of our wells for 15 PPCPs. In 2012 we added 6 more PPCPs to our testing.  All of our wells were 
tested, and Carbamazepine, Dilantin, Gemfibrozil, Ibuprofen, Meprobamate, and Naproxen were detected. The 
concentrations found are at levels far below medical doses, and have no known health effects.

Wherever possible, we are using granular activated carbon filtration and blending wells to remove these trace levels from 
the water we provide to you. Information on these pharmaceutical drugs and the results for each distribution area can be 
found on pages 28 through 34. 

HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM

Chromium is a naturally occurring metal found in rock, animals, plants, soils, and volcanic dust and gases. It occurs in two 
valence states as trivalent chromium (CrIII), an essential human dietary nutrient, and as hexavalent chromium (CrVI). CrVI 
is commonly found in groundwater. It is naturally occurring at low levels, and can also be found in drinking water as a 
contaminant from industrial processes. There is no specific Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), which is the highest 
level allowed in drinking water, for CrVI. Instead EPA has set an MCL for total chromium of 100 ppb (parts per billion). 

The SCWA regularly tests for total chromium and has presented the results for each year in our Drinking Water Quality 
Reports. In 2012 the levels ranged from non-detect (no chromium present) to 8.3 ppb, and the results for each distribution 
area can be found on pages 28 through 34. In 2012, we started monitoring specifically for CrVI, and the levels ranged from 
non-detect (no CrVI present) to 8.9 ppb. The results for each distribution area can be found on pages 28 through 34.

WHAT’S NEW AT SCWA

NEW TESTING For 2012
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The journey of a drop of water from a cloud to your faucet. 
This video takes you on a tour through the water cycle and 
our intricate system of providing you with the some of the 
best water you can get anywhere. 

SCWA water versus bottled water. This video takes you on 
a tour of our laboratory, one of the most sophisticated in the 
country. You'll learn about the rigorous testing our water 
goes through before it gets to your faucet. And you might  
be surprised to learn how our water stacks up against  
bottled water. 

Water technology in the 21st Century. Ever wonder how we 
are able to keep water flowing through thousands of miles of 

pipes? This video gives you a tour of our production control 
facilities, and also highlights our new system of reading 
meters by just driving past your home or business. 

Your questions, our answers. Ever wonder why water is 
stored in elevated tanks? In this video, our Customer Service 
clerks answer your most commonly asked questions. 

Preserving our groundwater. In this video, we tell you 
about the various steps you can take to make sure our 
underground aquifer system, the source of all of our water, 
stays as pure as possible. 

WHAT’S NEW AT SCWA

ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.SCWA.COM

Even when you're paying bills, you can be helping the environment. The Suffolk County Water 
Authority now offers e-Billing, a quick, easy and environmentally-friendly way to pay your  
water bill.

With e-Billing, you can manage various aspects of your water account without leaving a paper 
trail. You can receive your bill electronically; set up automated payments from your checking or 
savings account; make a one-time payment; and view your current and past bills online.

       For more information or to sign up, go to www.scwa.com.

Got Five Minutes? Check out our new educational videos! The Suffolk County Water Authority now has a quick way for 
you to get up to speed about a variety of topics concerning water. Go to www.scwa.com and look at the bottom of the 
home page for links to five-minute videos on topics including: 

Go Green: Sign Up for e-Billing Today!

The SCWA was one of four nationwide recipients of the Association of Metropolitan 
Water Agencies’ 2012 Gold Award, presented to the industry-leading water suppliers. 
The association assesses utilities on various industry standards and performance 
measurements in product quality, customer satisfaction, employee and leadership 
development, operational optimization, financial viability, infrastructure stability, 
operational resiliency, community sustainability, water resource adequacy, and 
stakeholder understanding and support. “AMWA’s 2012 award winners are industry-
leading water systems with innovative managers and dedicated workforces who create 
sustainable utilities marked by high quality, affordable water, responsive customer 
service and attention to resource management and environmental protection”, said 
AMWA President Pat Mulroy.

SCWA Honored with 2012 AMWA Gold Award
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